Finite plateau in spectral gap of polychromatic constrained random networks.
We consider critical behavior in the ensemble of polychromatic Erdős-Rényi networks and regular random graphs, where network vertices are painted in different colors. The links can be randomly removed and added to the network subject to the condition of the vertex degree conservation. In these constrained graphs we run the Metropolis procedure, which favors the connected unicolor triads of nodes. Changing the chemical potential, μ, of such triads, for some wide region of μ, we find the formation of a finite plateau in the number of intercolor links, which exactly matches the finite plateau in the network algebraic connectivity (the value of the first nonvanishing eigenvalue of the Laplacian matrix, λ_{2}). We claim that at the plateau the spontaneously broken Z_{2} symmetry is restored by the mechanism of modes collectivization in clusters of different colors. The phenomena of a finite plateau formation holds also for polychromatic networks with M≥2 colors. The behavior of polychromatic networks is analyzed via the spectral properties of their adjacency and Laplacian matrices.